In our 20 years of pioneering the U.S. Hemp
movement, Hempy’s has established a
worldwide reputation for its quality Hemp
apparel and accessories.

One of our core values is long-term
sustainability in all aspects of what we do.
Every decision we make is based on the
idea that in order to be truly sustainable, all
stakeholders’ interests must be met, planet
earth being one of the key stakeholders
in this equation. We are a company that
believes that all things are connected and
therefore, every detail matters. We wrestle
daily with the decisions of how to deliver the
very best quality and value to our
customers while honouring the crafters
who create our products and the planet
that sustains us all.

Every Day, For Everyone.
kannaway.com/eu

Hemp T-Shirts

Bonzai Belts

• 60% Hemp Viscose, 40% Organic
Cotton,
• 120g Silky soft shirt
• Set on rib collar
• Double needle hem sleeve

Hemp Beanies

• Eco-friendly
• 1.25″ wide
• Fits up to 43″ waist
• Cut to desired size

Bifold Wallets
• Seamless Crown
• Comfortable fit

Travel Bags
• Toiletry kit
• Durable Hemp
• Spacious

• Slim Profile
• 8 Card Slots
• Plastic ID Holder

Slimline Wallets
• 100% Hemp Material
• Credit Card Holder
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At Hempy’s we are committed to a planet
where all inhabitants thrive. We believe
that hemp can play a major role in creating
a sustainable world. Although Industrial
Hemp is one of the oldest cultivated
crops, we at Hempy’s believe that in many
ways we are just getting started with the
potential of this amazing plant. As we
combine the power of Hemp with today’s
technology and scientific knowledge, hold
on to your Hempy’s hat, because Hemp
can help save the world!

